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Abstract
Role of education and especially female training in the advancement procedure is all around recorded. Financial experts of the old style time frame have additionally featured this affiliation, which is comparably reconfirmed right now. Other than the social and monetary advantages of training, female education is viewed as a wager in improving the wellbeing and essential kid care. Higher proficiency rates show lower neediness proportions among various pieces of the world. India has likewise indicated a gigantic increment in its proficiency rates since freedom; however it also holds the biggest convergence of destitute individuals on the planet. Expanding proficiency is viewed as a harbinger for financial improvement. This has been hypothesized to be tried through the instance of India. Locale level examination of female education and its spatial correspondence with resource less populace of India in 2011 is learned. The current paper endeavors to decide the spatial examples of female literacy rate and economic development in India. Higher female proficiency rate regions are noted for lower extents of poor populaces.
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1. Introduction
Education is the prime social framework and is the fundamental human capital for monetary and social advancement. Interest in appropriate instruction is the most beneficial for both the present and the group of people yet to come. The involvement of education towards the development of the economy is estimated as far as formation of more work profitable power, giving broad business and pay very much prepared business visionaries and essential expertise and influence, empowering present day perspectives and dynamism, meeting social necessities making sound political authority and building up an enhanced cultivated society.

India is considered as a pool of ability of the world, having qualified and well-informed Human Resource in profusion. As indicated by Socrates "Instruction implies the bringing out of the thoughts of widespread legitimacy which are inactive in the brain of each man". This has been one of the essential explanations behind change of India into one of the quickest developing economies on the planet since advancement in the 1990's. As the market analyst Clark Kerr said "On a worldwide scale riches and success have gotten more reliant on the entrance to information than the entrance to normal assets". The significance of instruction in India was perceived by the establishing fathers of the nation and the ensuing governments, and therefore extensive significance have been given to proficiency, school enlistment, organizations of advanced education and specialized training basically engages individuals with the imperative serious abilities and information.

It has been understood that it is the nature of training that sets one up for all quest forever and without a satisfactory degree of value, advanced education turns into an insignificant formalism without any reason or substance.

In the current time of science and innovation, it has been progressively understood that one should be taught not exclusively to improve as a social being; however he/she ought to likewise be a superior imaginative and profitable being. Training has come to be perceived as the primary instrument of financial change. Since Independence, instruction has been envisioned in Government strategies as an antecedent to national advancement just as to better personal satisfaction. Development in open consumption on instruction has not been noteworthy as far as genuine costs and on per understudy premise.
In the Education Policy of 1968 it was conceived that open use on instruction as an extent of GDP will increment to 6% over time. In the current time of globalization, advancement and privatization education is seen not just as a contribution to strengthening and social equity however as being essential to the very endurance of people and Nations. Education as a subjective property of the populace is the most significant markers of financial and political improvement of a general public. It is a significant segment of human asset advancement and is along these lines essential to any advance of social and monetary improvement.

1.1 Literacy rate of women
Literacy is a crucial segment of human asset advancement. It is central to social and monetary advancement of a country. It significantly adds to the improvement in the personal satisfaction of a populace, especially with respect to future, newborn child mortality, learning levels and nourishing degrees of youngsters.

More significant level of proficiency and instructive improvement lead to more prominent mindfulness from one viewpoint and help individuals to secure new abilities on the other. Indian ladies are in reality playing out a lion’s offer in the development and advancement of the Nation. The advancement of the country can’t be turned in a dynamic way if a bigger part stays immaculate in training.

The quality of the ladies in a nation decides if a nation can be taken as a perfect nation or not. In a developing nation like India, it is just instruction that assumed the crucial job in the advancement of the country. It is to be sure wretched to state that right now the ladies are still in the last seats in instruction, wellbeing and financial stages. About 35 percent of ladies are proficient in India. They contribute half in populace and furthermore have their 1/third offer in the income of the nation.

Yet, they are just 1% proprietor in the whole property of the nation. According to UN report 1980, Women comprise half of the total populace, perform about 66% of work hours, get one tenth of the world's salary and possess short of what one hundredth percent of the world's property. Verifiably, ladies had a much lower education rate than men in India. From the British time frame to India's autonomy, proficient ladies represented just two to six percent of the all out female populace.

During the pre-Independence time, proficiency rate for ladies had a poor spurt in contrast with education pace of men. This is seen from the way that education pace of ladies has ascended from 0.7% to 7.3% where as the proficiency pace of men has ascended from 9.8 percent to 24.9 percent during the four decades from 1901-1951.

During the post-autonomy period education rates have indicated a considerable increment when all is said in done and especially in ladies. Shockingly the female proficiency rate has expanded at a quicker pace than the male education during the decade 1981-2011. The development is very nearly multiple times for example 7.9 percent in 1951 and 65.46 percent in 2011 (Census of India, 2011) \(^1\).

1.2 Literacy rate and level of education
Literacy Rate and level of education are essential markers of the degree of improvement accomplished by a general public. Spread of proficiency is for the most part connected with significant attributes of current progress, for example, modernization, urbanization, industrialization, correspondence and business. Education shapes a significant contribution to by and large advancement of individual empowering them to appreciate their social, political and social condition better and react to it suitably. More elevated level of training and proficiency lead to more noteworthy mindfulness and furthermore contributes in progress of monetary and social conditions. It goes about as an impetus for social upliftment improving the profits on venture put forth in pretty much every part of improvement attempt, be it populace control, wellbeing, cleanliness, ecological corruption control, work of more vulnerable segments of the general public. "India's exceptional development story includes occurred inside a triangle of innovation, segment preferred position and India's interesting intellectual competence" – Bill Gates in his location while getting the Indira Gandhi Prize in 2009, said India's amazing development has occurred on the grounds that ladies have pushed ahead regarding picking up instruction. Instruction is the foundation of the ladies' strengthening since it empowers them to react to the chances. Ladies training affects family size. The more education a lady has, the higher is the level of her autonomy. Instruction would enable ladies to accomplish social, mental financial and political dreams which are denied to her generally.

\[ \text{Table 1: Literacy Rate in India} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Census</th>
<th>Persons</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>18.33</td>
<td>27.16</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>15.35</td>
<td>25.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>34.45</td>
<td>45.96</td>
<td>21.97</td>
<td>23.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>43.57</td>
<td>56.38</td>
<td>29.76</td>
<td>26.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>52.21</td>
<td>64.13</td>
<td>39.29</td>
<td>24.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>65.38</td>
<td>75.85</td>
<td>54.16</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>74.14</td>
<td>82.14</td>
<td>65.46</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \text{Source: Census of India, 2011} \]
1.3 Concept of Women Empowerment through education

Education is the basic need of each and every individual in this present scenario. Education is considered as an essential method for the empowerment of women. Education alters their perspective, improves their odds of business, encourages their support in open life, and furthermore impacts their richness. A few investigations show that informed ladies have, on a normal, less youngsters and they take great consideration of their socialization.

"Literacy", the capacity to peruse and compose, is frequently compared with "training", yet can't same? Literacy is a stage to education. For me, education is the finished advancement of an individual as far as information, reasonableness and generally significant, conduct in various circumstances.

Literacy and level of education are essential markers of the degree of advancement accomplished by a general public. Spread of education is by and large connected with significant characteristics of current human advancement, for example, modernization, urbanization, industrialization, correspondence and business. Education frames a significant contribution to by and large improvement of people empowering them to understand their social, political and social condition better and react to it suitably.

Be that as it may, the inquiry emerges whether every one of them practices it in their life and day by day exercises. I think every single one of us knows the response to this inquiry. The appropriate response is 'no'. Not many individuals practice it as a general rule, however everybody knows it. We intentionally attempt to shun the reality and this is something which separates between an informed brain and an educated psyche.

We can think about an educated India in the event that we have a literate India. Literacy is a stage towards instruction and in the event that one bombs right now, at that point it gets hard to be taught. An individual who is proficient in a language is viewed as ignorant when he goes to an outside land having another dialect however his conduct will mirror his informed psyche all over the place.

Although extensive advancement has been made with respect to proficiency and instruction, the general picture despite everything stays troublesome to ladies. Toward the start of the twentieth century, the nation all in all was to a great extent unskilled with simply 5.3 percent of the populace considered proficient. Just 0.60 percent ladies were then educated. In 1951, the primary Census taken four years after autonomy, the image was very little better. The female literacy rate remained at 7.93 percent, when contrasted with 24.95 percent for men. The 2001 Census recommends a 65.38 percent education rate for India, with 75.85 percent for guys, and 54.16 percent for females. Proficiency can't spread all through India. There are 12 states and Union domains that are beneath the national normal for female proficiency. Meerut is one of the vast city in the Uttar Pradesh. The area was set up under British standard in 1818 and, on foundation, established the then tehsils of Meerut, Ghaziabad, Hastinapur, Baghpat, Sardhana and Hapur. These now comprise the locale of Meerut, Ghaziabad, Hapur, Bagpat, Muzaffarnagar, Bulandshahr and a piece of Gautam Buddh Nagar area. An official Census 2011 detail of Meerut, a region of Uttar Pradesh has been discharged by Directorate of Census Operations in Uttar Pradesh.

Identification of key people was likewise done by evaluation authorities in Meerut District of Uttar Pradesh. In 2011, Meerut had populace of 3,443,689 of which male and female were 1,825,743 and 1,617,946 individually. In 2001 evaluation, Meerut had a populace of 2,997,361 of which male were 1,601,578 and staying 1,395,783 were females. Meerut District populace established 1.72 percent of all out Maharashtra populace. In 2001 enumeration, this figure for Meerut District was at 1.80 percent of Maharashtra populace. There was change of 14.89 percent in the populace contrasted with populace according to 2001. In the past statistics of India 2001, Meerut District recorded increment of 24.06 percent to its populace contrasted with 1991.

2. Objectives of the study

2.1 The objectives of this study are as follows

- The study is done to know the socio-economic impact of literacy rate of women in Meerut.
- The study is formulated on the basis of some reports and on the edging boundaries of Meerut and Uttar Pradesh.
- The main objective of this study is to ascertain the need of women empowerment through education.
To ascertain the role of literacy and women education in India with special reference to Meerut.

3. Data Collection
The data of this study is basically descriptive in nature and the data is collected on the basis of two sources of data collection. Data collection sources of this research are primary and secondary.

3.1 Primary Source
Primary information is unperturbed from the respondents via administering, open and closed ended questionnaire and interviews and moreover thru observations, journals of different scholars and so forth.

3.2 Secondary Source
Secondary information taken from the websites, PDFs, books, research papers, Journals, Case Studies, from E-books, and internet.

4. Data Analysis
The analysis of this study is based on the data collected from the above sources.
The analysis is altered into two parts.
Part 1 is based on the Profile of Meerut.
Part 2 is based on the impact of literacy on the socio-economic change.

4.1 Profile of Meerut
Meerut is named after the central city, the name of which is isolated from its old time name, Mayarashtra. It is arranged in western scope of Uttar Pradesh. In north of locale is limited by Muzaffarnagar region, in the west Bagpat and south Ghaziabad areas, in the east Bijnore and Jyotiba Phule Nagar region.

4.2 Population of Meerut
Meerut is 25th regularly crowded locale out of all out 71 regions in Uttar Pradesh and it is 94th by and large crowded area in India. All out populace of Meerut locale is 3,443,689 with a male populace of 1,825,743 and female populace of 1,617,946 according to 2011 enumeration. Table 3.3 shows the complete populace of Meerut locale. As indicated by 2011 evaluation the number of inhabitants in the Meerut locale is 3,443,689, while the number of inhabitants in Meerut District was 2,997,361 according to 2001 statistics. The pace of development of populace is 14.89% evaluation 2011. 1,762,573 of the complete populace dwells in country zone and 1,684,832 lives in urban zone in the Meerut locale.

Table 2: Population of Meerut

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Population</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>Urban</th>
<th>Growth Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>2,997,361</td>
<td>1,601,578</td>
<td>1,395,783</td>
<td>1,545,378</td>
<td>1,451,983</td>
<td>74.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>3,443,689</td>
<td>1,825,743</td>
<td>1,617,946</td>
<td>1,762,573</td>
<td>1,684,832</td>
<td>14.89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Census 2011

Fig 2: Population of Meerut

4.3 Literacy Rate of Meerut
In the factual edited compositions of Uttar Pradesh an individual who can both peruse and compose with seeing any of the dialects is characterized as proficient. Table below will astute education rate for urban and provincial populace. Out of the all out Uttar Pradesh, 67.68% are proficient in 2011 when contrasted with 56.27% in 2001. The education rate in Meerut region, in 72.84% 2011 when contrasted with 64.79% evaluation 2001. The proficiency rate for provincial and urban female regions is 55.61%, 71.68% and male education rate for country and urban region is 78.48%, 81.75% as per Census 2011.

Table 3: Literacy Rate of Meerut

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Population (%)</th>
<th>Rural Population (%)</th>
<th>Urban Population (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>53.12</td>
<td>64.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>80.74</td>
<td>63.98</td>
<td>72.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Census 2011

4.4 Impact of literacy on the socio-economic change
As the current examination looks to break down the effect of Education on financial status of ladies, significant
approach choices identifying with the financial advancement of the ladies respondent was taken into a significant angle. The general presumption basic the current examination is that with the developing needs and desire of the utilized taught female youth is portrayed by social change and advancementneeds, which thusly reflects in their financial status. Instruction can be treated as one of the significant variable to decide the societal position of any individual especially for ladies. Societal position is frequently estimated as the blend of instruction, salary and occupation. It influences in general human working, including advancement over the life expectancy, physical and mental health. Confident develops by virtue of education for ladies, and help her to be autonomous without being reliant on her male individuals. Mother’s education mostly affects the educational accomplishment of kids than father’s education.

4.5 Educational Level
Education has been viewed as the most noteworthy instrument for changing ladies' situation of concealment and enslavement in the general public. Instruction not just builds up the character and discernment of people yet in addition improves financial status and makes familiarity with the open doors for them which advance their life. In addition, the informed ladies could turn out to be monetarily free. The instructive degree of the example ladies respondents is outfitted in.

Table 4: Educational Level of women in Meerut

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Educational Level</th>
<th>Number Of Respondent</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>School</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Post Graduate</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Primary data

Table 4 give the definite data about the Educational Level of the Respondents. Out of 600 respondents 273 of them are Professionals, 104 are Post Graduates, Graduates are 148 and 75 of them have done just their tutoring. A pie graph for the above table given in Fig.3

Fig 3: Educational level of the respondents

5. Conclusion
The involvement of education towards the development of the economy is estimated as far as formation of more work profitable power, giving broad business and pay very much prepared business visionaries and essential expertise and influence, empowering present day perspectives and dynamism, meeting social necessities making sound political authority and building up an enhanced cultivated society.

India is considered as a pool of ability of the world, having qualified and well-informed Human Resource in profusion. As indicated by Socrates "Instruction implies the bringing out of the thoughts of widespread legitimacy which are inactive in the brain of each man”. This has been one of the essential explanations behind change of India into one of the quickest developing economies on the planet since advancement in the 1990's.

The significance of instruction in India was perceived by the establishing fathers of the nation and the ensuing governments, and therefore extensive significance have been given to proficiency, school enlistment, organizations of advanced education and specialized training basically engages individuals with the imperative serious abilities and information. It has been understood that it is the nature of training that sets one up for all quest forever and without a satisfactory degree of value, advanced education turns into an insignificant formalism without any reason or substance. It significantly adds to the improvement in the personal satisfaction of a populace, especially with respect to future, newborn child mortality, learning levels and nourishing degree of youngsters. More significant level of proficiency and instructive improvement lead to more prominent mindfulness from one viewpoint and help individuals to secure new abilities on the other. Indian ladies are in reality playing out a lion's offer in the development and advancement of the Nation.

The advancement of the country can't be turned in a dynamic way if a bigger part stays immaculate in training. In a developing nation like India, it is just instruction that assumed the crucial job in the advancement of the country. Literacy Rate and level of education are essential markers of the degree of improvement accomplished by a general public. Spread of proficiency is for the most part connected with significant attributes of current progress, for example, modernization, urbanization, industrialization, correspondence and business. Education alters their perspective, improves their odds of business, encourages their support in open life, and furthermore impacts their richness. A few investigations show that informed ladies have, on a normal, fewer youngsters and they take great consideration of their socialization.
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